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We exist to train, educate, and support entrepreneurs 
of both new (pre-venture) and established small 
businesses. Positioned within the nationwide network 
of SBDCs, we offer resources, key connections at the 
state and national level, workshops, and online and 
in-person support that equips us to help Ocean State 
entrepreneurs reach the next level of growth. 



Google My Business is a free tool 
that allows you to promote your 
Business Profile and business 
website on Google Search and 
Maps. With your Google My 
Business account, you can see 
and connect with your 
customers, post updates to your 
Business Profile, and see how 
customers are interacting with 
your business on Google.



Google My Business







Google My Business



Google My Business Reviews



Following Business



Reviews Are Powerful 



Measurement

Views

Searches

Actions

Calls

Website Visits

Bookings



Google My Business 





How Google determines local ranking
Local results are based primarily on relevance, distance, and prominence. These factors are combined to help find the best match for your search. 
For example, Google algorithms might decide that a business that's farther away from your location is more likely to have what you're looking for 
than a business that's closer, and therefore rank it higher in local results.

Relevance
Relevance refers to how well a local listing matches what someone is searching for. Adding complete and detailed business information can help 
Google better understand your business and match your listing to relevant searches.

Distance
Just like it sounds–how far is each potential search result from the location term used in a search? If a user doesn't specify a location in their 
search, Google will calculate distance based on what’s known about their location.

Prominence
Prominence refers to how well-known a business is. Some places are more prominent in the offline world, and search results try to reflect this in 
local ranking. For example, famous museums, landmark hotels, or well-known store brands that are familiar to many people are also likely to be 
prominent in local search results.

Prominence is also based on information that Google has about a business from across the web (like links, articles, and directories). Google 
review count and score are factored into local search ranking: more reviews and positive ratings will probably improve a business's local ranking. 
Your position in web results is also a factor, so SEO best practices also apply to local search optimization.















Free Google My Business Swag







What To Post

 What's new: Provide general information about your business. You can include a photo or 
video, description, and an action button. For example, a restaurant can make a post to 
promote a new menu item.

 
 Events: Promote an event at your business. Events require a title, start and end dates, and 

time.
 
 Offers: Provide promotional sales or offers from your business. 
 
 Products: You can use the product posts to add products that will appear in your "Product 

tab."



• Post button - a one-stop-shop to easily add 

posts and photos to your Business Profile

• Profile tab - review your Business Profile 

info, photos and posts, all in one place:

• Messaging - respond to messages from your 

Business Profile within the app

• Followers - see and post to your followers on 

Google



Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO)

 
 
 SEO - Search engine optimization: the process of making your site better 

for search engines. 



Are You On Google? Do This Test.

Determine whether your site is in Google's index - Do a site: search for your site's home URL. If you 
see results, you're in the index. For example, a search for "site:wikipedia.org" returns these results.

 



What If I’m Not?

● The site isn't well connected from other sites on the web
● You've just launched a new site and Google hasn't had time to crawl it 

yet
● The design of the site makes it difficult for Google to crawl its content 

effectively
● Google received an error when trying to crawl your site
● Your policy blocks Google from crawling the site



Is My Website Mobile Friendly? Do This Test.



Mobile Friendly



Is My Site Fast? Do This Test.



Fast Website



Tip 1: Get Local With Content 

Source: Search Engine Journal







Tip 2: Use The Right Keywords



Keyword Stuffing (Source: Neil Patel)



Create Unique Title With Keywords

A <title> tag tells both users and search engines what the topic of a particular page is. The 
<title> tag should be placed within the <head> element of the HTML document. You should 
create a unique title for each page on your site



Tip 3: Create Easy To Use Website 



Not This



Not This



Get Good Links 



Take this time to 
better 
communicate.



Questions?
Type your question to the chat box

Contact Us:

401-874-7232

https://bit.ly/regRISBDC

susandavis@uri.edu

https://bit.ly/regRISBDC

